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Commencement plans draw criticism
Clinton,
Gates, Pelosi
said ‘no’

NEWS ANALYSIS

Schools’
search for a
speaker

by David Ceasar
Senior News Editor
Bill Clinton, Bill Gates and
Nancy Pelosi declined to speak at
this year ’s Commencement after
the University invited them to
participate in the University-wide
event on the National Mall, GW
officials said.
Clinton, the 42nd president of
the United States, and Bill Gates,
founder of Microsoft Corporation,
turned down honorary degrees
and speaking opportunities for
unknown reasons, said GW Media
Relations Director Tracy Schario.
Clinton is slated to speak this spring
at the University of Michigan and
at Middlebury College in Vermont.
Gates will speak at Harvard
University’s graduation.
“Maybe their calendars were
really booked up. It’s really hard
to say,” Schario said Friday. She
declined to say which other people
were invited to participate in the
ceremony.
She explained that some invited
dignitaries do not plan to attend
GW’s Commencement exercises
because of prior commitments
and for undisclosed personal reasons. Some choose not to participate because they want an “honorarium,” or speaker ’s fee, and
the University never compensates
graduation speakers and honorary
degree recipients, Schario said.
She added that University
President Stephen Joel Trachtenberg
will not receive any extra money for
being the keynote speaker May 20.
Robert
Chernak,
senior
See REJECTIONS, p. 11

by Brandon Butler
Senior News Editor

She added that Blitzer
is a friend of Trachtenberg’s
who has been eligible to
receive an honorary degree
before, but this year was “an
appropriate time to extend
an invitation” because it
is Trachtenberg’s last year
as president. Trachtenberg
will be stepping down as
University President this
July after 19 years at the
post.
When Trachtenberg confirmed Wednesday that he
will be the keynote speaker
for the ceremony, many students and parents criticized
the choice. Schario said the
Commencement ceremony

Last
December,
Emory
University’s student newspaper,
The Wheel, reported that university president James Wagner would
be the school’s keynote speaker at
the commencement ceremony.
Within two weeks, 600 Emory
students signed a petition and had
convinced the University to start
a search to find a new keynote
speaker. By late March, Emory
announced that global health
advocate Paul Farmer would be
addressing the senior class as the
keynote speaker.
“At Emory we’ve had the Dalai
Lama, Supreme Court justices and
Tom Brokaw talk at commencement. It’s a nice tradition,” said
Salvadore Rizzo, a sophomore and
assistant news editor at The Wheel
who has reported on the school’s
commencement speaker search.
“People are used to getting these
big famous outside speakers. They
expect it.”
Apparently, students at GW
expect it too.
Last week, when officials confirmed that University President
Stephen Joel Trachtenberg would
be the keynote speaker at the
Commencement ceremonies in May,
students and parents expressed
their anger within hours.
Petitions have garnered upward
of 320 names in less than a week’s
time. The Office of Communications
said they have received phone calls
and messages from angry parents and
students expressing their consternation. Some students have discussed
turning their backs to Trachtenberg
during his keynote address.
It is not completely unheard of
for a school’s leader to serve as a
keynote speaker. At George Mason
University in Fairfax, Va., the president headlined commencement
ceremonies during his first year
in office.
“Ten years ago, when our
president had his first commencement, he was the keynote speaker,”
said Dan Walsch, a George Mason
spokesperson. “It’s a way of giving
the president a goodbye, or in our
case a hello. It’s a gesture of respect
and goodwill.”
This year, George Mason will
welcome Virginia Governor Tim
Kaine as the keynote speaker.
Trachtenberg will not be the only
university president addressing his
school this May. Amherst College
President Anthony W. Marx will be
the college’s speaker this year.

See BLITZER, p. 2

See PRESIDENTS, p. 11
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Senior Roxana Yagoubzadeh (left) stands with a friend near a sign opposing the University president being the keynote speaker at Commencement near a townhouse adjacent to Ivory Tower Friday afternoon.

Students, administrators clash over SJT
by David Ceasar
Senior News Editor
With just more than four weeks
until Commencement weekend, senior
Natalie Wessel said she feels “cheated”
by the conclusion to her four years at
GW.
About the selection of University
President Stephen Joel Trachtenberg
as Commencement’s keynote speaker,
the soon-to-be-graduate said, “I think
because President Trachtenberg has
spoken at every graduation prior, it
feels like we’re not having a speaker
at all.”
Wessel said every student she’s

spoken to about the subject feels the
same way, but she’s hopeful the administration will get a prominent, outside
speaker during the next month.
But despite the staunch opposition
from many students and parents against
elevating Trachtenberg’s “charge to the
class” speech to the keynote address,
some senior administrators say people
are overreacting and that clamoring for
a new speaker is futile.
GW community-wide reaction
Since The Hatchet broke the
news Wednesday that GW’s outgoing president would headline this
May’s University-wide graduation ceremony, graduating seniors have vocal-

ized signficant criticism. Impassioned
phone calls and e-mails to school officials have abounded. There have been
flyers and posters in senior residence
halls, hard-copy petitions, online petitions and anti-Trachtenberg-speech
Facebook groups garnering upwards
of 900 members.
Coverage by The Washington Post,
Washington Post Radio, the Examiner
and the popular D.C.-based blog
Wonkette – among other media – has
also noted the resistance to the decision.
Priscilla Monico, a senior, has a
petition posted to her door at Ivory
See REACTION, p. 7

Wolf Blitzer, academics, politicians to receive degrees
by Brandon Butler
Senior News Editor

Wolf Blitzer will receive a degree
at Commencement.

CNN
anchor
Wolf
Blitzer will speak
at
Commencement in addition to keynote speaker University President
Stephen Joel Trachtenberg,
GW announced Thursday.
Blitzer is one of five honorary degree recipients who
will address graduates and
families at the Universitywide event May 20, according to a University news
release. Other recipients
include Ralph Cicerone,
president of the National
Academy
of
Sciences;
Harvey Fineberg, president
of the Institute of Medicine;

and Lowell Weicker Jr.,
president of the Trust for
America’s
Health
and
former U. S. senator and
Connecticut governor.
The University confirmed Wednesday that
Linda Cropp, former D.C.
mayoral candidate and city
council member, will also
speak at the ceremony,
which will take place on the
National Mall.
Tracy Schario, director
of Media Relations, called
the field of recipients an
“eclectic group.”
“If you look at past
recipients, it’s usually a
cross section of folks,” she
said. “We look for people
that represent excellence in

Ben Kweller to headline MVC’s Fountain Day
The Mount Vernon Campus’ annual
Fountain Day concert and festival will feature
singer Ben Kweller.
The theme for the April 28 event, “Turning
to Awareness,” will focus on international
issues such as the crisis in Darfur and the
environment, its organizers said.
“There are going to be activities that have
a true impact on the world,” said Jennifer Solt,
coordinator of Mount Vernon Life Student

their fields.”
Blitzer, who can be
seen at many home GW
men’s basketball games, is
the anchor of CNN’s “The
Situation Room” and an
Emmy-Award winning journalist. He has authored two
books and won the Journalist
Pillar of Justice Award from
the Respect for Law Alliance
in 2004 and the Daniel Pearl
Award from the Chicago
Press Veterans Association.
“Wolf is an accomplished professional; he’s
won numerous awards,
including an Emmy. He’s an
accomplished broadcaster
and he is representative of
what we hope our students
aspire to,” Schario said.

RACYRUN

Activities. Organizations like Green GW and
STAND will be involved with activities like a
tree planting and a photo display, she said.
Other Fountain Day staples of tie-dye,
a henna artist and refreshments will also be
included this year.
The event begins at 3:30 and is free to all
GWorld cardholders and one guest. Last year’s
performers included Ben Lee and Aqualung.
–Lizzie Wozobski

Painting in prison

Local gallery features, sells inmates’ artwork
by Ryan Holeywell
Senior Staff Writer
Anthony Dye’s abstract art,
hanging in a K Street gallery, is
unusual albeit unremarkable.
He eschews traditional media
and instead uses paint made
from mustard, coffee creamer
and spinach. For a modern
piece, such atypical methods

aren’t unheard of, but Dye’s
situation is different. He has no
choice but to be avant garde.
That’s
because
Dye,
incarcerated since 1994 on
kidnapping and armed robbery charges, has a hard time
getting a hold of art supplies at his current residence,
Georgia’s Dooly State Prison.
His art hangs in Washington’s

Prison Art Gallery, along with
600 to 700 other pieces – every
one of which was made by a
prisoner.
“They say, ‘I have no reason to get up in the morning,
but now that I have my art, I
paint all day,’” said gallery arts
director Carolyn Cosmos. “For
See PRISON, p. 6
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Students race through the Mount Vernon Campus during a 3K “Anything But Clothes” run sponsored by the Student Movement for Real Change Thursday evening. The event raised money for
the Mashlati School in South Africa.
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Students for Hillary: GW
Chapter Kick-Off Event
Come meet fellow Hillary supporters and get pumped about
the New York senator’s campaign.
8 to 10 p.m.
Alumni House
Sponsored by Students for Hillary:
GW Chapter

TUESDAY
Christian Support for Israel
featuring David Brog
Executive Director of Christians
United for Israel will speak about
his book “Standing with Israel:
Why Christians Support the Jewish State.”
7:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Marvin Center 302
Sponsored by the Student
Alliance for Israel

WEDNESDAY
Day of Silence
In remembrance of the lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgender
individuals in the past, present
and future who have to stay
silent because of intolerance and
heterosexism in society.
7 to 9 p.m.
Kogan Plaza
Sponsored by Allied in Pride
Africa Week Speak: Emma
Lochery
Listen to the thoughts of a
woman who spent a gap year
teaching in Botswana and recently attended the World Social
Forum in Nairobi.
12:30 to 2 p.m.
Marvin Center 309
Sponsored by Books for Africa

GWBRIEF
Elliott School postpones 4x4 vote
The Elliott School of International Affairs followed in the footsteps of the Columbian College
Friday as the faculty voted unanimously to postpone their vote on
the four-by-four proposal.
The
administration-sponsored four-by-four plan would
change the academic structure to
a four-class, four-credit system.
The school’s failure to adopt the
proposal signals that it is unlikely
it will be adopted this academic
year.
“The key issue is to think
about what type of academics
our students need, given it is the
twenty-ﬁrst century,” said Michael Brown, the dean of the Elliott
School. “The format is a secondary
consideration.”
Elliott School administrators
said faculty want to wait until
University President-elect Steven
Knapp takes over this summer to
consider the four-by-four. Columbian College faculty cited similar
reasons in postponing their vote
last month.
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“I think we’re going to have
somebody look at it from a real academic point of view,” said David
Grier, associate dean for academic
programs in the Elliott School.
In a four-by-four curricular
structure, students would take four
classes a semester worth four credits each. Proponents of the plan see
it as a way to boost academics at
GW, but detractors call it a way for
the University to save money by
cutting back on professors.
The
Columbian
College
passed a resolution in late March
that said the school would review
its curriculum next year with
Knapp and their new dean. The
college is in the ﬁnal stages of selecting a new dean. But Brown
said such a resolution was unnecessary for the Elliott School, as the
school has already been undergoing internal and external curricular reviews.
It is likely that consideration
of the four-by-four will be held off
until next year, if it is considered
again at all.
In a statement e-mailed to The
Hatchet, Knapp said, “I look forward to working with the faculty
on this and other topics.”
–Elise Kigner

SNAPSHOT Slippery Sunday

Alex Ellis/Hatchet staff photographer

Construction crews repair a water main break on 22nd Street between F Street and Virgina Avenue Sunday afternoon. This is the second water main break on 22nd Street in the last month.

Former CCAS dean arrested twice in two days
A former University dean was
arrested twice last week for allegedly driving under the influence of
alcohol and is on paid leave from
his position as president of the
University of Mary Washington,
according to police and news reports.
William Frawley, who led the
Columbian College of Arts and
Sciences from 2002 to 2006, was
arrested at his Virginia home
Wednesday afternoon after police pursued him with their lights
on for 10 blocks, the police report
stated. Officers noted he was driving recklessly without a front right
tire and charged him with DUI
and refusal to submit to a blood or
breath test.
The incident took place less
than a mile away from UMW, a liberal arts college with 4,000 undergraduates in Fredericksburg, Va.
A subsequent investigation by
the Free-Lance Star newspaper revealed that Frawley had been previously arrested for DUI Tuesday

HIGH 56 | LOW 45
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afternoon when he overturned his
car driving to his son’s school. The
story states he was hospitalized,
but released early Wednesday
morning from Inova Fairfax Hospital’s intensive care unit against
his doctor ’s advice.
Frawley’s wife, Maria Frawley,
is an associate English professor
at GW. She did not return a phone
call from The Hatchet as of Sunday
night.
“This kind of behavior would
be completely out of the character
of the Bill Frawley I knew,” said
William Griffith, chair of GW’s philosophy department. “As I knew
Bill Frawley, he was a teetotaler.”
A teetotaler is someone who completely abstains from alcohol.
On Wednesday afternoon, the
UMW Board of Visitors announced
they had placed Frawley on paid
leave. After he recovers from a
head injury at UMW Hospital, he
will attend an arraignment for the
DUI charges.
–Eric Roper

BLITZER
from p. 1
should be viewed as a complete package, not just one speaker.
“It is not uncommon for speakers at
this University to generate dialogue and
sometimes students express disappointment,” she said.
“I hope now that the complete list of
honorary degree recipients, particularly
the celebrity personality, will help people put things in perspective,” Schario
said. “It’s not about one speaker, it’s a
package, it’s an experience.”
Ralph Cicerone is an environmental scientist who specializes in atmospheric chemistry and is president of
the National Academy of Sciences.
According to the release, his “research
in atmospheric chemistry and climate
change has involved him in shaping
science and environmental policy at the

highest levels nationally and internationally.”
Lowell Weicker Jr. is president of
the nonprofit organization Trust for
America’s Health, an organization
which lobbies for making disease prevention a national priority. He is a former mayor of Greenwich, Conn., and is
a former U.S. congressman, senator and
governor from Connecticut. He has also
held a position as a visiting professor at
the GW Law School.
Harvey Fineberg is a former Harvard
University provost and president of the
Institute of Medicine. He has served as
the dean of the Harvard School of Public
Health for 13 years. He has also authored
books and articles on AIDS prevention,
medical technology, and clinical and
public health decision making.
Linda Cropp is a former D.C. mayoral candidate and was the first woman
elected chair of the D.C. Council. She
served on the body since 1990 and was
its chair for nine years. Her husband,
Dwight Cropp, is a professor at GW. n
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Group buzzes for cancer
Participants
shed hair for
patients

by Karelia Pallan
Hatchet Staff Writer
Buzzing 4 Change held its
annual event Sunday attracting
nearly 200 participants to buzz or
cut their hair for charity.
The event raised an estimated
$15,000 to promote awareness for
cancer, organizers said. Although
the event was moved from
Kogan Plaza to Marvin Center
Continental Ballroom due to rain,
it still received support not only
from GW students, but also from
other area residents.
Formatted similar to a walka-thon, students can either recruit
sponsors and buzz or cut their
hair once they have raised a cer-

tain amount of money, or they can
register and participate the day of
the event.
Profits are going to Special
Love, a camp in Virginia for
children with cancer. The hair is
donated to Locks of Love, an organization that makes wigs for children suffering from hair loss due
to cancer or other diseases. The
event featured food, live music
and a special visit from the campers at Special Love.
Started as a student organization at GW in 2002, Buzzing 4
Change also recently became a
nonprofit organization based in
Philadelphia through the efforts of
founder and 2006 graduate Judah
Ferst and several of the original
board members. The B4C foundation is now looking to expand to
other colleges by 2008.
Ferst said about eight universities have shown interest in starting their own programs and have
requested applications. “We hope
that each Buzzing chapter will
become an independent, unique

force on its campus that will find
its own charity to donate to that
improves the lives of pediatric
cancer patients,” said Josh Kiss,
the event coordinator.
Freshman Connie Golding
donated about eight inches of her
hair, even though she was nervous
waiting in line for the haircut.
“It’s encouraging that people
around you are doing it as well,”
she said. “If my hair grows back
in time, I’d consider doing it next
year again.”
The organization, while still
happy to shave heads, changed its
focus this year away from buzzing
and towards raising awareness.
“This year we decided to
focus less on the act of shaving
one’s head and more on the real
purpose, which is raising money
for kids with cancer,” Kiss said.
“It doesn’t look good,” said
Katie Shaw of Goucher College
in Baltimore, after donating a foot
of her hair. “But I didn’t do it so it
would look good; I did it for the
cause.” n

Spektor sings indoors
Thousands
attend event in
Smith Center
by Hadas Gold
Hatchet Staff Writer
Spring Fling and its headlining act Regina Spektor drew
thousands of students into Smith
Center despite inclement weather
outside Saturday.
Maria Bea Querido, the executive chair of Program Board, said
she, along with other PB members,
decided to move the event to Smith
Center Friday. While the day-long
concert is traditionally held in
University Yard, GW reserved the
Smith Center as a backup in case
of bad weather.
“It took a little extra work moving things from Marvin Center to
the Smith Center, and the Smith
Center layout is a little more complicated than University Yard,”
said senior Katie Kemen, Program
Board Parties co-chair. “But we
planned for these changes and it
ran smoothly.”
The University notified students of the change Friday by
posting flyers around campus and
sending out an e-mail notification. Querido said that despite the
venue change, PB was happy with
the reported 2,600 people in attendance.
Attendance at last year’s
Spring Fling, which was also
moved inside to the Smith Center,
was about 3,200, about 600 people
more than this year’s total attendance, The Hatchet previously
reported .
Spring Fling festivities on
Saturday included an afternoon
full of musical performances from

Ryder Haske/Hatchet staff photographer

Temple University sophomore Rebecca Asch (right) gets her head shaven with her grandmother, Fah
Neurohr, at Marvin Center’s Continental Ballroom Sunday afternoon during Buzzing for Change.

Trachtenberg poster defaced with swastika in Madison
A GW student reported last week that Madison
Hall posters were vandalized with swastikas drawn
on University President
Stephen Joel Trachtenberg’s
forehead.
The posters publicized
Trachtenberg’s hall tour, in
which he will take the GW
trolley to Thurston, New
Hall, Ivory Tower and the
Mount Vernon Quad. The
event recognizes his contributions to residence hall
life and the GW community
throughout his nearly-twodecade-long tenure as president.
University
Police
Department Chief Dolores
Stafford said her department
had taken a report and has
not had any leads in the
case. She said the case has
been closed but other evidence may cause officers to
reopen it.
Sophomore
Jennifer
Reynolds said she walked

into an elevator at Madison
Hall, where she noticed the
defaced poster and became
instantly appalled. After taking a couple photos of the
sign, she threw it away and
called UPD.
“Even though I’m not
Jewish, I was really personally offended,” Reynolds said.
“People that think that hate
crimes are okay – it’s not.”
Stafford said UPD is
taking the incident seriously and have recorded it as
destruction of property. She
added that there are consequences for vandalism to
posters.
“GW community members need to understand
that defacing posters or
other property on campus
is a crime,” Stafford said. “If
individuals are identified as
having committed this type
of crime, the appropriate
action would be taken.”
Stafford said UPD does
occasionally report destruc-

tion of property incidents
with elements of discrimination and they record these as
“hate crimes” in their UPD
record.
The defacing of the promotional flyer with Nazi
symbols is “unfortunate,”
said Robert Chernak, senior
vice president for Student
and Academic Support
Services. The administrator
said people should be more
aware of prejudice because
of last week’s flap with radio
host Don Imus’ controversial comments about black
female basketball players.
“Especially coming off
the week’s events, GW students should be more sensitive,” Chernak, who oversees UPD, said Friday evening. “What did we learn
as a society? But hey, look,
individuals act out in ways
that are sometimes inappropriate.” n
–David Ceasar and
Kaitlyn Jahrling
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Singer and songwriter Regina Spektor belts out a song during
Spring Fling at Smith Center Saturday evening. Spektor, 27, has
recorded ﬁve albums since 2001.
student bands, a large blow-up a drumstick on a chair, Spektor
entertained the crowd with hit
maze, a trampoline and free food.
Despite encountering tech- songs such as “Fidelity” and “On
nical difficulties as the concert the Radio.”
“This place is trippy; I like it,”
began, Spektor rallied the near-full
Smith Center crowd by having the Spektor said during the show. “It
audience chant “turn it on,” until makes me feel like a giantess.”
Seniors Jesse Kristin and
Spring Fling technicians got her
Tommy Siegel, two thirds of the
microphone to work.
With her unique performing trio Jukebox the Ghost, who have
style, Spektor used only herself as played at Spring Fling for three
an accompanist by clapping her
hands while singing or beating
See SPEKTOR, p. 10
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“These people need to get a life, need to get a hobby.
Get out of here. It’s ridiculous.”
–University President Stephen Joel Trachtenberg, referring to negative
student reaction to him being the keynote speaker at Commencement.

Gabriel Okolski – Opinions Editor (gokolski@gwhatchet.com)
Kyle Spector – Senior Opinions Editor (kspector@gwhatchet.com)

Commencement speaker angst

editorial

Use appropriate
channels for protest
While the GW student body often shows
fleeting interest in controversial issues on
campus, the announcement of University
President Stephen Joel Trachtenberg as the
keynote speaker at Commencement has
continued to draw student ire.
The announcement of additional degree-receiving speakers, including CNN
anchor Wolf Blitzer, will provide more
diverse voices at Commencement. Still,
members of the graduating class have reason for discontent. These students should
be mindful, however, of the appropriate
methods for protesting the decision.
Blitzer, and the handful of other accomplished professionals who will address
graduates on the National Mall, represent
a diverse field of experts who will be able
to impart wisdom on GW students. These
degree recipients also presumably went
through the tedious consideration process
required for this honor.
Nonetheless, the naming of additional
speakers does not let GW administrators
off the hook for selecting our University president, a GW insider who has addressed students on countless occasions
in the past, as the person to deliver the
keynote address. The fact remains that this
speech, above any other Commencement,
should be delivered by an independent
voice who can impart a unique perspective
to the graduating class.
Though the addition of Blitzer is an improvement, his selection still shows little
effort on the part of the administration,
given Blitzer’s well-known friendships
with top administrators and frequent attendance at GW basketball games.
Despite the recent announcement of
additional speakers, students may still be
upset about Trachtenberg headlining the
ceremony, and they have justification for
this stance. Upset soon-to-be graduates
should ensure that they voice their complaints through the appropriate channels,
however.
Recent incidents of vandalism pertaining to the Commencement announcement, including the defacing of posters of
Trachtenberg through the use of swastikas,
are wholly unacceptable. Furthermore,
students who have directed their and their
parents’ complaints to anyone who works
for the University are also wasting their
time and energy. In the end, such actions
just give credence to those who see protesters as a group of selfish college students
who have little justification to be upset.
Staff in GW’s Media Relations department, which deals with sharing information with the public, and University
Events, which is involved with the logistical planning of Commencement, are not
the appropriate targets for phone calls,
letters and e-mails. Instead, concerns over
Commencement should be shared with
those involved with the decision and top
leadership who can effectively relay student concerns. Examples of such administrators include Rodney Johnson, director
of Parent Services, and Jill Kasle, University marshal.
In the end, the key decision-maker regarding Commencement is Trachtenberg
himself, and students may be best-off aiming their concerns at him. Unfortunately,
based on our president’s callous comments in the Washington Post ignoring the
large number of students upset over the
decision, he may also be the person who is
least likely to listen.
The president’s residence hall tour
Tuesday would likely be the best venue
for upset students to calmly voice their
concerns over the decision. If soon-to-be
graduates are truly interested in making
their voices heard, these in-person sessions with Trachtenberg are, perhaps, the
last chance to get the message across that
students are upset with the decision.
While it is highly unlikely that the decision placing Trachtenberg as the keynote
speaker will be overturned, students who
are still interested in protesting should do
so through well-reasoned, non-vulgar and
non-threatening arguments as opposed to
mindless whining. Use of the appropriate
channels for protest ensures that the graduating class will not be selfish, spoiled or
unjustified in its complaints.
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Protest is understandable, but perhaps being done for the wrong reason
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GW students are to please.
S u re ,
P re s i d e n t
While the administration
Trachtenberg can tell us
has made an objectively
that this year’s commencebad decision by choosment is an attempt to cut
ing our school president
back at a school that has a
G
ABRIEL
to deliver the keynote
fetish for excess, but don’t
address and should expect
OKOLSKI expect people to believe
the worst, I think students
it after four years of firstare also a bit off the mark OPINIONS EDITOR class treatment. It’s as if he
in their protests.
were immediately putting
Administrators should surely us on a diet after throwing plates
not be surprised at student threats of food in our faces for four years.
to forego Commencement or to Students are thus likely to believe
turn their backs to Trachtenberg an alternate explanation that also
as he speaks. For years, our presi- sounds pretty catchy – Trachtenberg
dent and the other leaders of GW is turning our Commencement into
have built this school on a founda- his retirement party.
tion that heavily relies on glitzy,
Whether this is actually true,
high-visibility figures and pro- only our mighty and controversial
grams. The late CNN talk show leader himself knows in his heart.
“Crossfire” and the plethora of But the students know one thing in
nationally recognized figures who their hearts – this just isn’t right.
have spoken here in the past are
The more nuanced student
but two examples of this founda- may realize the true reason why
tion, which is accompanied by a Trachtenberg’s keynote speech will
hefty price.
be a bad idea – it does not allow for
The GW outsider reading the the outside voice that is so essential

I

in a commencement speaker. We
must not forget that our president
is also a member of our graduating
class, and he would benefit from
an independent commencement
speaker just as we would at what
will be our final “class” at GW.
Of course the garden-variety
student is probably more inclined to
complain that the Commencement
speaker will not be a famous
politician. For so many people, it
seems as if only a senator, former
president or Supreme Court justice would be the only acceptable
speaker. I suppose this is also not
surprising, considering that GW
has built itself a reputation as a
mostly political-minded school.
I was beginning to think that
our student body had been reduced
to an old dog that could be endlessly poked with a stick without
any sort of reaction. While it’s nice
to see that GW students still have
a pulse thanks to their reaction to
the speaker news, I’m worried that
we’re doing the right thing for the
wrong reason.
Four
years
ago,
when
the University named Nobel
Prize-winning physicist Leon
Lederman, former Supreme NATO
Allied Commander Gen. John
Shalikashvili, leading oncologist
Luther W. Brady and Shakespearean
scholar Gail Kern Paster as

Commencement speakers, a number of students expressed similar outrage at the announcement
of what many thought were “noname” speakers. But in the end,
these accomplished experts were
indeed qualified to address the
graduating class.
If the only thing that students
this year want is a keynote speaker
who has achieved political fame,
and we are unwilling to compromise, then perhaps Trachtenberg’s
role as the center of attention could
ironically teach us some humility.
But if students are more interested
in hearing words of wisdom from
outside GW, then keep fighting the
good fight.
Although I know this probably won’t happen, I would love
to see the University take back
its decision and name an obscure
but accomplished scientist, artist or scholar to give the keynote
address on the National Mall in
May. That decision would give
insight into whether the graduating class has the right reason
for opposing Trachtenberg’s role at
Commencement. At the very least,
it would guarantee that neither
Trachtenberg nor Bush would be
giving the main address.
–The writer, a senior majoring in
political science and minoring in
geoscience, is Hatchet opinions editor.

SJT is headlining Commencement, get over it

n June of 2003, when I graduated from high they’re embarrassed to tell their families – some
school, my class was expecting a commence- might need that time.
ment on a beautiful early summer’s day, on the
Naturally, we’re disappointed with the
elegant quad atop our sprawling green lawn.
selection. Past Commencement speakers have
But Mother Nature wouldn’t have it, as rain included former Secretary of State Madeleine
forced the ceremony into a humid gym. It was Albright, Bishop Desmond Tutu and Bill Cosby.
kind of a bummer.
Last year, former President and first lady George
Four years later, it’s funny to see how things H.W. and Barbara Bush set the bar pretty high.
work out. I’m not talking about the weather, of
So why Trachtenberg? He was going to speak
course, but the recent announcement
anyway in his annual charge to the
that University President Stephen
graduates. The Board of Trustees is tellJoel Trachtenberg will be the keynote
ing us the decision is in honor of what
speaker for the class of 2007.
he’s given to the University. It probably
The Hatchet broke this news last
has more to do with the fact that they
Wednesday, and there was an immedicouldn’t find anybody else. I doubt that
ate response from the senior class. It
Trachtenberg was the plan all along.
wasn’t positive. Within a few hours, I
Indeed I would wager that they made
had been invited to join three Facebook
the effort, but came up short. Is this
groups devoted to ousting SJT as our
ANDREW reflective of GW’s reputation?
headliner. Two petitions began cirA higher education blogger from
SIDDONS the National Review Online writes,
culating, and at the time of this writing, 25 percent of the senior class has
“you’d think that GW might at least be
COLUMNIST
declared their desire to enlist Stephen
able to snag a freshman congressman
Colbert as our Commencement speakwith nothing to do on a Sunday.” And
er. The University and Trachtenberg deserve to we probably could. But would we really want
feel our ire, especially in light of our president’s that? The Hatchet editorial board wrote last
recent statements to the press, which have been week that a commencement speaker ought to
callous and condescending.
provide “fulfilling insight and positive lasting
The University has given us a little more memories.” If our only standards are somebody
than a month to get over it and judging by the who isn’t Trachtenberg, a random celebrity or
emotional nature of the response – I’ve heard obscure politico would do, right? Who cares, as
people who say they wanted to punch a wall long as it’s not SJT?
after hearing the announcement or say that
But this standard is far from guaranteeing

us fulfilling insight upon our entrance into
the world. It gives you a chance to say “I had
(insert name here) speak at my graduation,”
which is fitting for GW, a campus where luxury
dorms and gourmet food appeal more to prospective students than a Nobel laureate professor might. We’ll sacrifice substance for a name
and an image. So I guess it’s consistent that if
a “lesser” school gets a high-profile speaker,
we’re fuming like little children.
Rarely, I think, a speaker will give a speech
so electrifying that we’ll remember it long after
the fact. On this day, a majority of us will probably be too much a combination of antsy, excited or hungover to pay really close attention.
And more than likely, you’ve already made
up your mind whether or not you’ll be cutting
checks to GW as alumni. Would a good speaker
really have changed that? Come graduation,
hopefully people will come to realize that jeering or turning their backs for something so
innocuous is petty and immature.
Now, when I think about my high school
graduation, I don’t think about that sweaty
gym and I certainly don’t remember what any
of the speakers had to say. What I do remember
was celebrating with my family beforehand and
with my friends afterward. So if Trachtenberg
is really going to spoil your good time, I feel
sorry for you.
Rain though? That would be a bummer.
–The writer, a senior majoring in international
affairs, is a Hatchet columnist.

letters to the editor
Steven Knapp: free speech
crusader
John McCormack wrongfully
attacks GW President-elect Steven
Knapp in his column “Steven Knapp
v. the First Amendment” (Apr. 12,
p. 4). The writer must understand
that the First Amendment offers
no protection for racist speech. It
only protects reasonable speech
that promotes democratic change.
Knapp
and
Johns
Hopkins
University have every right under
the United States Constitution to
discipline and punish the racists
who lurk among the student body.
Furthermore,
contrary
to
McCormack’s
opinion,
racist
speech never qualifies as an
exchange of ideas. The architect
of that concept, philosopher John
Stewart Mill, considers racist
speech to be something that is of
no use to any person. Mill pushes
to prevent concepts such as racism
from entering the exchange of
ideas, and so does Knapp.
Most importantly, racists crush
free speech. A racist attack is like
a physical attack: it leaves victims
stunned, bruised and withdrawn
from future participation. Racial
groups at GW do not invite attacks,
nor do they invite the triple
burdens of recovery, organization
and counterattack. When the
university strikes down racists,
it expands free speech in both

content and participation.
I hope that Mr. Knapp’s
principled stance and the Don
Imus
controversy
help
GW
administrators draft and enforce a
list of racial offenses and sanctions.
GW might then emerge as a beacon
of truly free speech for universities
throughout the world.
–Gordon Yu
Senior

the larger university, the speech
becomes linked to the university.
Hopkins has every right to
regulate the speech used for
school-sponsored events. The First
Amendment is no excuse to run
away from personal responsibility
or hide from consequences, as so
many seem to believe.
–T.J. Garman
Senior

Don’t misinterpret free speech
In his column, Mr. McCormack
appears to be confused about
what free speech really means.
Free speech does not mean that
one does not have to deal with the
consequences of the speech – it
means that one won’t go to jail for
using it.
In the case involving Knapp
and Johns Hopkins University, a
student posted stereotypical and
degrading rhetoric for a fraternity
and hence also a university event.
The student was held responsible
for his speech. If the student had
privately created the event on
Facebook, then I would agree that
Johns Hopkins would have no right
to punish the student for something
he did on his own outside the
boundaries of the university.
However, when the student
chose to include the event as a
fraternity-sponsored party and
when the fraternity is a part of

Knapp’s move shows concern
The recent Hatchet editorial
“Knapp in Alumni House brings
benefits, questions” (Apr. 9, p.
4) did an admirable job parsing
the
immediate
consequences
of incoming President Steven
Knapp’s potential move into
Alumni House, but largely missed
the overall point. The editorial
page, which has long failed to
call out University President
Stephen Joel Trachtenberg for his
failure to connect with students,
contented itself with mentioning
only in passing the value that such
a move would have as a symbolic
commitment of Knapp to students
and student life.
Seniors, GW veterans that they
are, have long whispered among
themselves that the administration
has something other than students’
best interests at heart. What
that something else might be,
no one is really sure, although
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one does begin to wonder when
hearing of the president’s multimillion dollar house, ample
salary, valedictory globetrottings,
insistence on littering the campus
with unedifying/ugly artwork
or the recent promotion of his
dorm tour as something akin to an
imperial audience.
Perhaps in karmic retribution
for such lack of faith, said seniors
have to look forward to none
other than the generalissimo,
President Trachtenberg himself,
as the Commencement speaker
(apparently Bono and Bill Gates
were busy that weekend). Some
might see this as a befuddling and
infuriating choice. Others, wiser
to the ways of our distinguished
president, know that it represents
the perfect final stroke in the
portrait of his time at the helm of
GW. You know – the one that really
ties the whole picture together.
Assuming President Knapp’s
interest in occupying Alumni
House is indicative of his larger
intentions, The Hatchet would
have done well to spend more
time pointing out the sea change
such intentions would represent
and encourage the incoming
administration to make a habit of
such a student-focused mindset.
–Matt Schrader
Senior
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letters to the editor

GW weighs in on
Commencement
Will not attend
It is extremely disappointing
to hear that University President
Stephen Joel Trachtenberg is this
year’s Commencement speaker.
Although I have the utmost respect
for him, the University made a
huge mistake in choosing him to
give the keynote speech.
The problem with this decision
is that Trachtenberg has a speaking
role in Commencement to begin
with. Family and friends travel
across the country and world
to attend graduation and hear a
speech from a world-renowned
ﬁgure. Most of us have been hearing
Trachtenberg give speeches since
he introduced us to the University
four years ago as freshmen.
Indeed, President Trachtenberg
is a great speaker and a highly
respected man, but it is upsetting to
know that I will not have the same
Commencement experience as the
previous two classes that were able
to see the elder President Bush and
his wife and Andy Rooney.
It will be interesting to see the
decrease in attendance at this year’s
Commencement – the school just
lost one attendee.
–Maxwell Fine
Senior
No support for GW
When I heard the news

From his year-long world

tour to the recent

announcement of his

upcoming speech, it appears

that Trachtenberg’s greatest

accomplishment this year

was perhaps stepping down.
that Trachtenberg was to be
the keynote speaker at the
Commencement of his own
University, the University that
I have dedicated the past four
years of my life to, I was struck by
the total disregard for the student
body that the decision displayed.
My
Commencement
ceremony has been something
that I, and no doubt countless
other students, have looked
forward to since the moment
we received our acceptance
letters. Now, I cannot muster
any excitement for the prospect
of attending what should be one
of the proudest and most joyful
moments of my life.
It is unfortunate that my
ﬁnal memory of GW will always
be one of regret and profound
disappointment. When I look
back upon the time I have
spent here, I will remember
an administration that was
detached, self-involved and
utterly unconcerned with the
thousands of students who have
chosen to spend their college
careers at GW.
I now know that I cannot
continue to support an institution
that allows events like these to
take place, and an institution
that proves to be less concerned
with the education and guidance
of young men and women than
with its own self-gratiﬁcation
and increasing proﬁt margins.
If, in the future, I am asked to
support the University through
monetary donation or by any
other means, my conscience
would dictate my answer:
absolutely not. If I am asked
whether I believe a student at GW
can obtain a quality education
and be treated with respect,
dignity and honesty, my answer
will remain: absolutely not.
-Kelly Fehrenbach
Senior
No surprise
The news that Trachtenberg
would
be
headlining
Commencement came as no big
shock to anyone who has followed
his year-long publicity tour. It
has come as a disappointment,
however.
President
Trachtenberg
has done many good things
for this University over the
years. Unfortunately, he knows
this and has decided that he
is going to let everyone know
what a great person he is. From
his year-long world tour to the
recent announcement of his
upcoming speech, it appears
that Trachtenberg’s greatest
accomplishment this year was
perhaps stepping down.
–Robert Swan
Senior
Support SJT
I never thought I would let
up on my periodic rants about
the plight of adjunct faculty to

defend President Trachtenberg,
but here goes.
I hold a Ph.D. from
Georgetown
University
in
Chinese linguistics and have
been a researcher and professor
at GW for approximately as long
as President Trachtenberg has
been at the helm. I have seen GW
grow from a commuter school to
a University we can be proud of
(I remember when the commuter
study lounge was one of the
most popular places on campus).
I am always amazed, therefore,
when I hear students nowadays
expressing feelings of inferiority
that they didn’t make the cut at
Georgetown and are consigned
to the east side of the park, since I
regard the two schools as basically
equivalent in terms of academic
quality.
In fact, many prefer GW’s
higher energy level and openminded approach. I attribute
GW’s slightly lower ratings to
two things: a spending spree
on glitzy buildings instead of
academic salaries and a basic lack
of conﬁdence.
In the current debate over
whether Trachtenberg should
give the Commencement address
before he retires this year, I see a
psychic corollary to this situation.
Why should we chase after glitzy,
expensive superstars like Bill
Cosby when we have important
talent in our midst? Have some
conﬁdence, GW, and support one
of your own.
–Molly Spitzer Frost
Associate professor of East Asian
languages
Choose someone else
During the weeks and
months of anticipation of the
announcement of the 2007
keynote speaker, rumors started
ﬂying. Of all the rumors I heard,
the one I continued to dismiss
as the most absurd was that
President Trachtenberg would
deliver the headlining address.
While I have always recognized
SJT as egotistical, I continued
to believe that the line stopped
at respect for the students. Last
week, he proved me wrong.
In a recent Washington Post
article, our president said he has
written the opening lines of his
speech: “I could have gotten you
a more famous speaker – but
nobody who loved you more.”
We don’t want someone
famous just for the sake of
celebrity; we want inspiration.
We have been listening to
Trachtenberg speak since our
ﬁrst steps on campus four years
ago at Colonial Inauguration.
We want someone who can offer
us something new and share
their world experiences with us
and send us off with words of
wisdom, courage and insight.
Give us someone to motivate
us, not someone who will use
Commencement as a way to
stroke his own ego.
Even though we are the most
expensive University in country,
we pay these hefty fees in part
because of the high caliber of
speakers we expect to address us
at Commencement. These costs
are part of the “high-calorie diet”
the GW administration needs to
cut back on, not the high-quality
speaker. If they expect to see any
alumni donation from the class
of 2007, the administration must
choose a new keynote speaker.
–Sarah Fink
Senior

It will be interesting to see
the decrease in attendance
at this year’s
Commencement – the
school just lost one
attendee.

SJT retirement party
This year, as I planned
to depart GW, I was excited
to
attend
Commencement
ceremonies.
Following
the
recent
announcement that the headliner
would be our outgoing president,
however, I and many of my fellow
classmates are disheartened and
offended. To his credit, President
Trachtenberg has done many
great things for GW, including
the establishment of our school
as one of the country’s premier
institutions of higher learning.
I, like many of my other

classmates, am disappointed
and angered by the University’s
decision to have its own president
headline Commencement. The
senior class is upset that President
Trachtenberg is using our entire
Commencement
ceremony
to congratulate himself in his
typically grandiloquent manner.
Many agree that his speech
will steal our spotlight, hijacking
our Commencement for his
retirement extravaganza. It’s not
too late for the University to ﬁnd
someone else, however. Within
this city there are 535 members
of Congress, more than a dozen
Cabinet secretaries, nine Supreme
Court justices and countless other
political ﬁgures.
I am shocked and appalled
that my own University
president is the best choice.
This is our graduation, not his
retirement party.
–Bryce Pardo
Senior
Like high school graduation
I was extremely disappointed
to hear that President Tractenberg
has chosen to make the 2007 GW
Commencement about himself.
Part of the fun of going to a college
graduation is to hear from an
outside, well-recognized ﬁgure.
GW has attracted some great
ones in the past. This year’s
graduation will feel like a high
school graduation, where the
principal gets up to speak. I’m
afraid this decision is going to
backﬁre and turn the celebration
into a weekend of discord.
–Mary-Ellen Mullen
Parent
Get over yourselves
The shortened version of
this letter would simply read
“get over yourselves,” but as an
English major I can’t stick to such
brevity. As a senior, I also can’t
help but try and defend all of our
best interests.
It’s really amazing how
many seniors feel entitled to a
“better” graduation speaker,
simply because they pay a certain
amount of money to come here or
because their parents are coming
in from out of state. I don’t know
about you, but my parents are
coming to see me graduate
because, well, I’m their daughter,
not because of the fame that my
school can boast, or because of a
speaker that they can tell all their
friends about.
Yes, I’ve never met Stephen
Joel Trachtenberg, so I don’t feel
a real connection to him. I’ve also
never met George and Barbara
Bush, Oprah Winfrey, Andy
Rooney or Madeleine Albright,
so I don’t see the problem here.
They all know how to write a
speech, and they all know what
it’s like to graduate from college.
We’re all going to graduate,
“impressive” speaker or not.
You will get your diploma. You
will get a job. If you’re basing
your memories of GW on the
formalities of the graduation
ceremony, you’ve come to college
with the wrong idea.
Enjoy spending time with
your best friends in the dorm for
one last weekend. Enjoy showing
your parents around D.C. for
one last time. Don’t waste your
energy and our time turning
your back and booing. You’re
just going to look silly and ruin
the day for everyone. So, getting
back to my original point: get
over yourselves.
–Lauren Stash
Senior
Leftovers
As a GW alumnus, I was
amazed but not surprised at
President Trachtenberg being
named headline speaker for
Commencement. It all makes sense
when you consider that it is his
money machine, also sometimes
referred to as a University.
Commencement, like most
things at GW, is not about the
students. In all reality, however,
you can’t fault GW for the decision.
Eating leftovers is always easier
than ordering out. What better
way for a president to go out than
to throw himself a large retirement
party on the National Mall at the
students’ expense?
–Scott Ruplinger
Alumnus
Not the same
Unfortunately,
President
Trachtenberg’s
comments,
especially the one in which he
equated graduation to a funeral
in Thursday’s Hatchet, seem
to reafﬁrm his misconception
that Commencement 2007 is a
retirement celebration and not a
celebration of the achievements of
GW’s graduating students.
It is disappointing to know that
students’ accomplishments have
been ignored and pushed aside

Hatchet ﬁle photo

in an apparent effort to highlight
only those accomplishments
of our president. We deserve a
commencement centered around
us just as much as Trachtenberg
deserves an acknowledgment of
what he’s done for the University
during his time here.
Let’s
not
forget
that
Trachtenberg’s retirement and the
class of 2007’s graduation are not
one and the same, and one needs
to stop taking precedence over the
other.
–Kara McGinnis
Senior
Skipping Commencement
The moment that I have
waited four years for as a parent
of a graduating senior has ﬁnally
come: Commencement 2007. As
previous graduating classes have
come and gone, I waited anxiously
for the announcements of the
prominent keynote speakers –
Andy Rooney, George and Barbara
Bush, etc. Would the speaker to the
class of 2007 be a foreign diplomat?
A political ﬁgure? An ambassador
for a world peace?
When
the
ofﬁcial

announcement
came
that
Trachtenberg would headline the
event, I was surprised but also
somewhat amused. The ticket price
to see these students graduate is

Why should we chase after
glitzy, expensive
superstars like Bill Cosby
when we have important
talent in our midst? Have
some conﬁdence, GW, and
support one of your own.
enormous – essentially thousands
of dollars in tuition costs.
I feel as I have purchased an
expensive seat to a show at which
the headline act canceled at the last
minute. Although Trachtenberg
has many achievements to show

for during his tenure at GW, I feel
somewhat miffed. So while the
class of 2007 gathers for a ﬁnal
farewell on the National Mall in
May, I think my family may do
brunch instead.
–Robin B. Lawrence
Parent
Offensive comments
As a graduating senior, I
found Trachtenberg’s comment
on the keynote speaker selection
extremely offensive. To compare
my
Commencement,
the
graduation of my peers and
friends, to a diet is disrespectful
and demeaning.
To suggest that the individuals
graduating from GW this year
are somehow less deserving than
other classes of a slice of this
“high-calorie” pie is belittling. I
don’t want to go on a diet! I have
worked very hard and am very
proud of my accomplishments
after four years here at GW. I
want a big, fat chocolate cake for
my graduation and I know that I
deserve it.
–Katie Kuhl
Senior
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Nearing the commencement of her fourth year in college, Eve has
learned quite a few things about sex. Eve, The Hatchet’s anonymous sex
columnist, will share her observations and (sometimes dirty) thoughts
about sex at GW with the population that fuels her ﬁre.
Editor’s note: names have been changed to protect the naughty.
This week’s questions were just too good to pass up. For all you
lust-lorn lovers out there, I hope my advice helps your week start
out with a bang. Check out my blog for the column-that-wasn’t and
some moaning and groaning of a not-so-sexy nature. Sigh ... if only
sex were the cure for a quarter-life crisis. If only sex were the cure
for everything!
Dear Eve,
A buddy of mine has lost all his game because last time he had

Albert Hofman discovered the psychedelic effects of LSD after accidentally
absorbing it through his ﬁngertips.

A U.S. federal court ruled that the
poet Ezra Pound be released from an
insane asylum.

A “killer rabbit” tried to attack and
board then-President Jimmy Carter’s
ﬁshing boat in Georgia.

from p.1

“What’s the deal with...” is a weekly feature in the Life section. If you have a
suggestion for the column, e-mail features@gwhatchet.com.

“Mr. Quickie,
wanderers and
‘manscaping’”

Friday, April 20, 1979:

Washington art
gallery features
prisoner artwork

Bikers are constantly whizzing by on sidewalks and bike
lanes around the District, but what you don’t know is that many
cyclists say they don’t feel safe on D.C. streets, and safety statistics are backing up their claim.
According to the Washington Transportation Planning
Board, about 25 percent of those killed on roads in the metropolitan area are bicyclists and pedestrians. Although D.C. has
roughly the same percentage of bicycle commuters and couriers
as other major U.S. cities, experts say it lacks a similar level of
biker accommodation.
Alex Braha, president of the GW Cycling Team, said she
doesn’t ride on the streets because they are so unfriendly to cyclists.
“I hate riding in the city because I didn’t grow up around
the kind of traffic in this town,” Braha said. “It’s very nervewracking. I definitely prefer the trails.”
Under the leadership of former Mayor Anthony Williams,
the District passed a plan to increase bike lanes on city streets.
Most of the plan has not been implemented because the lane
construction only occurs when resurfacing work is needed.
Eric Gilliand, executive director of the Washington Area Biking Association, said the area was built for cars, not people.
“The problem is that D.C. is a commuter town, with a large
percentage of cars from suburbs in Maryland and Virginia,” Gilliand said. “The city’s road engineering is focused primarily on
moving automobile commuters – not on the needs of D.C. locals, including the biking community.”
Gilliand said the lanes have been an improvement but not
enough.
“We still have a long way to go to catch up to some of the
great West Coast biking cities, like Portland and Seattle,” Gilliland said. “But we’ve seen some paint on the pavement, and
things are improving.”
Despite the hurdles, there is a strong biker culture in the
D.C. Metro area, said employees at Georgetown’s Bicycle Pro
Shop.
“You always get a few bad apples, but on the whole, D.C.
motorists are fairly respectful,” said Nathan Walker, a technician at the store. “I would even blame the bikers for most of the
problems. You get these road racers who cause hairy situations
that can ultimately result in accidents and injuries. It gives bikers a bad rap.”
Co-worker Edwin Fairfield said biking around D.C. is definitely worth it, as long as one use proper biking etiquette.
“If you follow the rules of the road, it’s the quickest and
easiest way to get around town,” Fairfield said. “Sure beats paying two-and-a-half bucks a gallon to fill up a car.”n
–Eric Walker
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Art from behind bars

...biking in D.C.?
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many of them, it’s very important psychologically, and it’s important practically too because it gives them skills.”
The gallery – located on the ﬁfth ﬂoor
of 1600 K St., N.W. – lines the walls of the
ofﬁces of NORML, the advocacy organization that pushes for weaker marijuana
laws, though it is independent from that
organization. The art is arranged haphazardly throughout the lobby, break area
and an ofﬁce in NORML’s suite, stuffed
in racks and chests, propped against
walls, placed atop tables, and of course,
hung up on display. The gallery is arranged neither by style nor by subject,
and a quick glance around a room reveals
paintings of everything from sailboats to
wildlife to Hillary Clinton.
The gallery’s brainchild is Dennis Sobin, the 63-year-old director and founder
of the non-proﬁt Prisons Foundation, an
advocacy organization that promotes the
arts and education for prisoners and seeks
to change laws to reduce the number of
incarcerations. When a piece is sold, half
the money goes to the foundation, which
runs the gallery, and half goes to the
prisoner or the charity of the prisoner’s
choice. Cosmos says about a third of the
artists who submit work make a sale.
“Criminal records don’t mean anything if your art is good,” Sobin said, describing the philosophy of his organization.
Sobin began formulating his plans for
the organization while he was still incarcerated. According to court documents,
Sobin was convicted by a Florida court in
March 1991 of two counts of racketeering
and ﬁve counts of sexual offenses involving the videotaping of minors. In March
1993, the U.S. District Court for D.C. convicted Sobin of six counts of bankruptcy
Ryder Haske/Hatchet staff photographer
fraud and related crimes stemming from
a complicated scheme involving multiple Anthony Sutter looks through art at the Washington Prison Art Gallery at 1600
aliases used to conceal revenues made K St., N.W. on Monday. Former prisoner Dennis Sobin founded the gallery.
from an adult party phone line. Accord“There aren’t many ways you can
Among the gallery’s most talented
ing to articles in the St. Petersburg Times,
Sobin’s 1993 conviction was the result of get things out when you’re incarcerat- artists is Sudan Paul Miller, who is servan incident in which he videotaped two ed,” Williams says in a phone interview. ing 20 to 40 years in Michigan’s Ionia
nude young children at a nudist camp- “There aren’t many people you trust Maximum Correctional Facility for
ground in Florida, though he has denied to talk to. I’ve never been one to talk a armed robbery of a bank. His works,
what he did was illegal and says the vid- whole lot anyway, so the painting gives featuring geometric shapes, bear a strikyou an outlet. It’s a way to get things out ing resemblance to the art of the Dutch
eos were informative.
He said he has moved beyond that you wouldn’t necessarily be able talk painter Mondrian.
“I take the consequences for my
part of his life and hopes his gallery and about or give voice to.”
Williams says she thinks allowing wrongs. I don’t blame others,” Miller
foundation will help nurture prisoners’
artistic gifts and provide them with a re- prisoners to create art is a good idea be- wrote on the back of a piece. “Art keeps
habilitative, therapeutic outlet for their cause it curbs destructive behavior and me sane. Keeps me from going crazy.
allows them to channel their feelings of Helps me deal with the depression,
feelings.
“Once you’re involved with your art, frustration, disappointment, and hope- stress, tension, anxiety, loneliness.”
The artists’ message is sometimes
the surroundings kind of fall away,” Sobin lessness.
The birth of the gallery was a difﬁ- subtle. Behind Earl Thompson’s depicsaid, recalling the many hours he spent
every day studying music while in prison. cult road. After his release from prison tion of a ram, he writes that the creature
“Nothing else mattered. I was composing. in 2003, Sobin was homeless but did not “bares his scarred and battered horns
give up his dream of with dignity, welcoming all adversity.”
I was arranging. It was
creating the Prisons DeCoursey Ron Smith writes that the
just a wonderful thing,
Foundation. He re- hardworking woodpecker – the subject
and it’s the same thing
mained undeterred, of his piece – has characteristics he needs
with these (artists).”
and after a year, he in his own life. Other times, the artist is
Prison art also hu“There aren’t many
was starting to make more blatant. One grafﬁti-style piece demanizes prisoners for
ways you can get things money from music picts an inmate screaming, “I am not a
outside audiences, he
gigs, and the gallery criminal.”
said. “People see this
out when you’re
was starting to get
Some of the pieces are exemplary,
and say, ‘Wow, we
grant funding.
and others are amateurish (or “works in
thought they were all
incarcerated.”
Sobin said consis- progress,” as Sobin says). That’s because
animals on the inside,
tent themes emerge the group doesn’t reject any art, and as
but here they are perin prisoner art, in- a result there are several hundred pieces
forming classical music
TAMMY WILLIAMS
cluding landscapes, in storage. Prisoners get art supplies in
or creating lovely visuFORMER PRISONER FEATURED IN
beautiful women and many ways – from families, from shops
al arts,’” Sobin said. “It
WASHINGTON ART GALLERY
fantasy art. Most peo- in the prisons, and sometimes even by
really has an impact on
ple who send art to special ordering them. But in some prispeople.”
the gallery are those ons, such as those in Georgia, artists have
Tammy Williams,
serving sentences of to improvise because art supplies are eswho sold ﬁve or six
sentially forbidden, Sobin said. So artists
works while in prison on bank robbery 10 years or more, Sobin said.
“People with short sentences are turn M&M’s into paint, make envelopes
charges, has been out of prison for nearly
a year. She wasn’t an artist until she went less motivated to do their art. After ﬁve into canvasses, and use their ﬁngers into prison, but while there she developed years, people start looking into them- stead of brushes, doing everything they
a knack for portraiture and is now taking selves, and that’s where the art comes in. can to create art.
Then it takes them another ﬁve years to
“Some of it is not my taste – but I’m
college classes in graphic design.
not an arts critic – but I think it gives
Knowing she could create art gave her get good at it.”
He says he understands criticism them a positive outlet to express thema sense of accomplishment and provided
her with an emotional outlet, she said. from those who say prisoners’ art selves artistically,” said Lionell Thomas,
Through art, she could deal with feelings shouldn’t be put on display, given the assistant director of the city’s arts comsuch as the pain of separation from the violent nature of some of their crimes, mission, which has provided the gallery
family and the frustration of not being so his foundation invites victims’ rights with grants. “We know the healing powable to help her kids when they needed groups to its events and provides those er of the arts and what it can do the soul
groups with some funding.
of a person.”n
her, like when they got teased at school.

sex with a girl he lasted a whopping three seconds (or maybe three
thrusts). What can I do to get him out of this rut?
–Have to Change My Pants Right Now in City Hall
For starters, quit ﬁbbing. I sincerely doubt that your concern
for your “buddy” is such that, not only has he divulged his premature ejaculation issue to you, but you are such a good friend that
you are reaching out on his behalf. I don’t buy it, Mr. Quickie.
That being said, there are many ways to delay the inevitable!
First and foremost, masturbate before a date when you think you
might have sex. Just do it. You know that it will relax you, help
you to last longer later and give you that lovely, post-orgasm
ﬂush. If this is not enough to extend your ejaculation, switch positions during sex. A momentary lapse in full-contact thrusting is
like a pause button for the penis. If switching positions fails, pull
out for a moment and tug on the testicles gently (gently being the
operative word here).
But please, whatever you do, don’t try to think of something
else. Many men say that thinking of sports or Margaret Thatcher
naked is their tried-and-true method for outlasting their partner’s
orgasm. I personally think there are better, and certainly sexier,
ways to last. A girl would rather have her man ﬁnish quickly
and be mentally present than last for days but barely know she’s
there.
As for the reported loss of game, I am calling your bluff! Sure,
ﬁnishing fast can be embarrassing, but it is not the end of sex! First
of all, an early ejaculator is great to give head to, and second there
are plenty of ways to spit game without spilling everywhere. Be
creative, not cowardly.

Dear Eve,
Should I get mad when my boyfriend looks at other girls when
I’m with him?
–Feeling Invisible in Ivory
Yes. Smack him. We all look at other people, especially girls, for
various reasons. I check out clothing, cleavage and even cannot help
but turn my head at the occasional enviable set of legs. But your man
should never do more than a normal, human-to-human once over
in front of you. When he’s with his friends, let him gawk at all the
camel toes he likes. But with you, he should have the self-control to
merely glance.
This goes for you, too. None of that, “Do you think she’s prettier
than me?” or “Do you wish my boobs were that big?” B.S. If your
man is only going to have eyes for you, give him a reason to stare.

Dear Eve,
How do women feel about “manscaping?”
–Think My Penis Looks Bigger Hairless in Hensley
Unless she’s coming up with wads of hair as she scratches her
nails down your back, let nature be! Pink used to “manscape” his
happy trail and I asked him to stop. I love the feeling of skin on skin,
hair on hair, bodies as they should be.
And anyway, it’s girly to remove hair anywhere but your beard
and your back. Or your unibrow – but at least be discreet about it!
Have a sex question you want answered? Send your sex-queries to
eve@gwhatchet.com. n
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Group wants carbon cuts

according to Step It Up’s
Activists gather history,
Web site. There are currently five
bills before Congress concernglobal warming, the most
to support global ing
notable is the Global Warming
Pollution Reduction Act calling
for 80-percent cuts in carbon
warming bill
emissions before 2050.
by Eric Walker
Hatchet Reporter

More than 1,000 global
warming activists gathered on
Capitol Hill Saturday afternoon
as part of a nationwide effort
to support legislation to combat
what many are calling an environmental crisis.
The crowd assembled themselves into a human postcard
telling Congress to cut carbon 80
percent by 2050. Step It Up, an
organization created to coordinate 1,400 events in all 50 states
for the National Day of Climate
Action, organized the event.
It was the largest day of global warming activism in America’s

REACTION
from p. 1
Tower 710 protesting the keynote speaker selection. More than
300 people have signed petitions
– about 220 submitted via e-mail
and 100 written by hand on the
door, she said.
The petitioner has banded
together a student committee comprised of creators of the Facebook
groups which oppose the speech.
She said she has called Jim Hess,
executive director of University
Events, to discuss her group’s
ideas but hasn’t heard back from
the administrator. Should Hess not
return her call, Monico said she
may stage a sit-in in his Rice Hall
office Monday.
“I would hope they give us
the respect and that they wouldn’t
ignore us,” she said. “We are future
alumni. We’ve paid our dues, and
now the University ought to give
us the respect that we are giving
them.”
Nineteen 8-1/2-by-11-inch
sheets of paper adorn the brick
wall of a townhouse adjacent to
Ivory Tower, reading “P-R-O-T-E$-T T-R-A-C-H-T-E-N-B-E-R-G.”
Senior Eric Mausner, who posted
the signs, said, “We are the most
expensive school in the country
and we get to hear a retirement
speech.”
About 530 people have signed
an online petition asking that comedian and late-night host Stephen
Colbert replace Trachtenberg as
the keynote act. Other students
have jokingly voiced their opinions on Facebook groups, calling
the 68-year-old a “con-artist” and
the “spawn of Satan.”
Clash between administrators
and students, parents
Some students say that the
decision to let Trachtenberg give
the keynote address shows a disconnect between GW’s bureaucracy and its student body.
Sophomore Ryan Smith, who
won’t graduate until May 2009, said
he empathizes with upperclassmen.
“I’m not even a senior, and
I feel your pain,” he wrote on
an
anti-Trachtenberg-speech
Facebook page. “That is ridiculous. Something like this WOULD
happen at GW ... figures.”
Smith did not return a phone
call as of Sunday evening, but the
creator of the Web page he posted
on said the sophomore’s comments are representative of many
disenchanted students.
“I think that is a sentiment
that a lot of people are feeling
because it’s hard to not constantly
be comparing our university and
administrators to other universities, ... (and) I think there are other
schools that are more studentfocused than our own,” senior
Jessica Rutstein said.
“Some people really feel cheated ... they’re really feeling like it’s a
personal attack against them – that
the administration isn’t looking
out for the greater good of the students,” she added. Rutstein said,
though, that she is optimistic that
officials will heed students’ concerns.

“The debate is over about
global warming. We know it’s a
problem,” said Gene Karpinski,
president of the League of
Conservation Voters, a national
environmental activism organization. “It’s time for America to
stop being the biggest part of the
problem and start being the biggest part of the solution.”
Organizers said that both the
Democratic majority in Congress
and the film “An Inconvenient
Truth” have heightened awareness for global warming legislation. There is still resistance in
government, they added.
“The recent elections have
given us an opening, and polling shows most Americans
know there’s a problem,” said

Administrators responding to
student protest
Trachtenberg said he hasn’t
personally heard any complaints
and thinks that student reaction
has been positive.
Out of two letters one was
positive and one negative, so, he
jokingly said, they canceled each
other out. When approached by
students on campus late last week,
he said he has only received praise
for his decision to be the keynote
speaker.
The outgoing president added
that he has heard of the Facebook
groups contesting his speech but
doesn’t put any weight in them. He
received four prank calls around 2
a.m. Friday to his house, which
has a listed phone number that has
been posted on Facebook pages.
He said the calls were probably
from the same person, whom he
thought was “a little inebriated.”
“These people need to get a
life, need to get a hobby.” he said
of his detractors. “Get out of here.
It’s ridiculous.”
In a Washington Post article
on the front page of the Metro section Friday, Trachtenberg likened
himself to a “virtuous Don Imus”
– drawing a comparison with the
radio talk show host who came
under fire for calling members of
the Rutgers women’s basketball
team “nappy-headed hos.” The
article noted that he laughed when
asked about student reaction.
Americans have constitutionally protected freedom of speech,
and opposition to his speech has
its place, Trachtenberg said. “(It’s)
all part of healthy debate. It tells
you something about the First
Amendment ... It’s ridiculous, but
it’s also healthy. It’s ridiculous
healthy debate.”
Other officials have been more
receptive to criticism and less angered
about opposition to the speech.
Graduates should understand that the keynote address
is one minor component to
Commencement, said Robert
Chernak, senior vice president of
Student and Academic Affairs.
“I can’t remember who my
graduation speaker was at BU and
can’t remember a word he said or

Healthy Volunteers Needed for Child
& Adolescent Mental Health Research
You may be eligible if you are:
• Between the ages of 10-17
• Medically healthy
• Free of current or past history of psychiatric illness
• Free of a history of head trauma with loss of consciousness
• Not currently taking any medication
Researchers at the NIMH are seeking healthy child and
adolescent volunteers to participate in studies on mood and
anxiety disorders. Participation in these studies may include a
physical exam, lab work, brain imaging, and/or psychological
interviews. The studies are conducted at the NIH Clinical
Center in Bethesda, Maryland.
Compensation is provided.

Please call:

301-594-8705

(TTY: 1-866-411-1010)

http://patientinfo.nimh.nih.gov

or for other studies: www.clinicaltrials.gov

National Institute of Mental Health

National Institutes of Health, Department of Health & Human Services
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Bill McKibben, a chief organizer
of the event, in an online letter
to supporters. “But the forces
of inertia and business-as-usual
are still in control, and only our
voices, united and loud, joyful
and determined, can change that
reality.”
Change must happen soon,
organizers said.
“We are in a state of moral
urgency,” said Kristin Lee, a
spokesperson for the League of
Conservation Voters. “We can
no longer rely on our foot-dragger-in-chief to do something; we
have to take action and show we
are committed to reversing the
effects of climate change.”
The crowd was composed of
a large variety of people, ranging
from D.C.-area college students
to a man dressed up in a devil
costume wearing a George W.
Bush mask.
“We may not be as big as
Nick Gingold/assistant photo editor
we were in the sixties, but what More than 1,000 global warming activists gathered on Capitol Hill Saturday afternoon to create a human postcard
to Congress which read “80% by 2050.” The protest advocated for a mass reduction of carbon emissions.
See GLOBAL, p. 10

Parents have also complained,
but not nearly in the numbers
of graduating seniors. Director of
Parent Services Rodney Johnson
has received several dozen angry
phone calls and e-mails, and said
he has passed on specific criticisms to his superiors.
Commencement should mean
more than just the keynote speech,
said Johnson, among other administrators. But he said many parents
compete over whose child had
a more high-profile graduation
speaker.
“They want someone who’s
‘famous’ and who’s political – as
one mother said, ‘(so) we can tell
other parents that this person
was at my Commencement and
was better than the one at your
Commencement’ ... They’re not
upset with Trachtenberg because
he’s going to speak, but they’ve
heard him speak already and they
want someone else,” Johnson said.

See SJT, p. 11
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Honeyford sweetens her attack

Ben Solomon/photo editor

Junior Katelyn Honeyford has
scored 14 goals this season
despite being a defender.

by Joanna Shapes
Assistant Sports Editor
Somewhere in the labyrinth below the
tennis courts on the Mount Vernon Campus
is junior Katelyn Honeyford’s locker. It’s
ﬁlled with the usual – sweat suits, workout
gear and a pair of sneakers. But what distinguishes Honeyford’s locker from the others
in the lacrosse squad’s team room is a sign on
the inside of the door that reads, “Honey in
the Bank, $27.”
The dollar amount is in reference to the
defender’s number, which comes from the
date of her birthday. This season, Honeyford’s
worth can’t be measured by a couple dozen
bucks. Thanks to the junior’s four goals, the
Colonials won its ﬁrst Atlantic 10 Conference
game of the season April 8 at Massachusetts.
The performance earned her Atlantic 10 CoPlayer of the Week honors, just one of many
conference awards she has picked up in her
three years at GW. She was an A-10 Rookie of
the Week two years ago and an All-Conference honorable mention after her sophomore
season.
“She is an aggressive player; she has a
great one-on-one defense,” coach Chrissy
Lombard-Adair said. “On top of that, she’s

smart. She’ll come up big in some areas, like
with turnovers. She sees the ﬁeld very well.”
Honeyford leads her squad in forced
turnovers with 26. She is third on the team in
goals scored with 15 as well as second in shot
percentage at just less than 52 percent. She
also ranks third in total points with 19.
After defeating Temple Sunday afternoon, the Colonials (7-5, 3-1, A-10) are tied
for second place in the A-10 with Richmond
and half a game behind St. Bonaventure.
With just four games left before the A-10
Championship, GW will need to keep form
to earn one of the four spots in the tournament.
“This year we’re pulling through,” Honeyford said. “Last year’s team didn’t do so
well. We lost a lot of close games, which was
disheartening. But this team has a lot of heart
and a lot of passion. We have a lot of talent
and a lot more experience.”
After a disappointing 6-11 record last
season, the Colonials failed to qualify for the
A-10 tournament. Lombard-Adair said she
believes this season is different.
“The team is starting to really realize
that they can win some close games,” Lombard-Adair said. “They realized they need
to come out stronger and play ﬁred up in-

stead of coming out and watching the other
team’s tempo.”
Honeyford is a staple of her team’s defense but has also excelled on offense this
season. The exercise science major said her
scoring has increased simply because she’s
been given more opportunities to play attack, but teammate Katherine Sampson said
it’s Honeyford’s defensive talent that allows
her to succeed on offense.
“(She) knows what to do to frustrate the
defenders,” Sampson said. “She takes her
skills on defense and uses them on the attack.”
The Moorsetown, N.J., native is known as
“Honey” to so many people that she swears
some don’t know her ﬁrst name. Sampson
said the nickname is also reﬂection of her
personality.
“(Katelyn’s) amazing. She’s very encouraging and an all-around team player,” Sampson said.
Lombard-Adair added: “She has a great
relationship with everyone on the team.
They all respect her and she respects everyone as well. She is someone that has an
incredible amount of talent and she does
everything at 100 percent. She helps spark
the team.” n

VARSITYROUNDUPS
Softball
The GW softball team split
games against
St. Bonaventure
Saturday afternoon at the Mount Vernon
Athletic Complex. GW lost the
ﬁrst game 8-1 before taking
the second 4-3. It was the Colonials’ ﬁrst win over the Bonnies in program history. Junior
Caroline Howe hit home runs
in both games for GW (18-17,
5-7 Atlantic 10).

W. Rowing

The women’s
crew team defeated Georgetown in the Class
of 1998 Cup at
the Potomac River Saturday
afternoon. The Varsity Eight
and Varsity Four boats defeated the Hoyas in their respective races to regain the Cup
after losing it a year ago. The
Colonials will head to Camden,
N.J., next weekend for the Atlantic 10 Championship.

W. Water Polo

The Colonials
finished its regular
season with two
losses
against
CWPA Southern
Division foes in Lewisburg,
Pa., Saturday afternoon. GW
lost 10-7 to No. 16 Princeton followed by a 13-7 loss
to host Bucknell. GW (6-19,
0-6 CWPA) will face Princeton again April 21 in the first
round of the CWPA Southern
Division Championships.

Golf
Junior
Tim
Johnson shot a
ﬁve-over-par
147
over two rounds to
tie for ninth place
at the rain-shortened Princeton
Invitational Saturday afternoon in
Princeton, N.J. It was Johnson’s
ﬁrst top-10 ﬁnish this season.
The Colonials ﬁnished tied for ﬁfth
place with the University of Pennsylvania and Towson University
with a team score of 596.

Baseball

The GW baseball team defeated
Massachusetts in two of
three games April
13 and 14 in Amherst, Mass.
The Colonials won the first
game 9-1, fell in the second
5-4 and took the third game
6-1. It was the first conference series victory for GW
(13-23, 5-7 Atlantic 10) this
season.

Lacrosse

The Colonials
defeated Temple 76 Sunday afternoon
in Philadelphia. It
was GW’s ﬁrst win over the Owls
in program history. Freshman Taylor Donahue scored three goals,
including the winner with just less
than two minutes remaining in
the game. The Colonials (7-5, 31 Atlantic 10) are tied for second
place in the A-10 with Richmond
and are half a game behind St.
Bonaventure.

GLOVEGOOF

Ryder Haske/Hatchet photographer

Junior Katie Miller drops the ball during the Colonials’ 13-7 victory over St. Bonaventure
Saturday afternoon at the Mount Vernon Athletic Complex.
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NUMBER CRUNCH
–The number of GW teams that defeated an opponent for the
ﬁrst time in their programs’ respective histories.
Lacrosse beat Temple and Softball defeated St. Bonaventure.

Imus shouldn’t
be the issue

The real issue in sports is not
Don Imus calling a group of women on the Rutgers basketball team
“nappy-headed hos.” Reverends
Al Sharpton and Jesse Jackson
shouldn’t be calling for Imus’ head.
Instead, it
may be a
good idea
to look into
what’s really
wrong with
the
social
aspects of
sports today.
Jake
Imus’
Sherman
comment
was stupid
and
irresponsible. I was brought up listening to the shock jock and not many
people said anything when on Nov.
30, 2006, he called Jews “moneygrubbing bastards.”
Sharpton and Jackson are concentrating on the wrong things.
Instead of Imus, who runs a ranch
in New Mexico for sick children,
Sharpton and Jackson should
drop their crusade against the First
Amendment and focus their energies on some other issues in sports
and media.
How about Adam Jones? The
Tennessee Titan, who prefers to be
called “Pacman,” was suspended
for the entire upcoming NFL football season for conduct detrimental to the league – throwing money
at strippers and helping to cause
a gunﬁght. He announced he was
going to appeal the suspension,
telling an ESPN reporter that it
was “a little bit harsh.” He also
said he is being made the “poster
boy” for the NFL. Instead of telling
Imus that he should be ﬁred, maybe the reverends should help the
NFL crusade against this knucklehead, who is giving all athletes a
black eye. If Sharpton and Jackson
are really worried about the image
of blacks in the media, they should
devote as much energy to having the contract of 50 Cent, who
has a song called “Surrounded by
Hoes,” canceled.

Sharpton and Jackson are tired
and ineffective voices for Black
America. They seem to hop on any
issue and make it into a racially
driven mess. A worthwhile and
smart voice came to Jack Morton
Auditorium Thursday night. Frank
Robinson, 72 years old, told a group
of students in Vice President Mike
Freedman’s class that he’s spending
ﬁve days a week playing golf but it
seems as though he’s done more to
advance the black agenda than the
revolting reverends.
Robinson, who received the
ﬁrst Jackie Robinson Award by the
Jackie Robinson Society, is an oldschool guy. When he was at the
helm of the ﬁve MLB teams he led,
he demanded the most from his
players. Run the full 90 feet to ﬁrst
base. Don’t talk back.
Frank Robinson is a real leader
for blacks. In his day, he played in
baseball games in South Carolina
where racial slurs were hurled at
him all game. After one game, Robinson said he wanted to pick up a
bat and chase the people down but
was restrained by his teammates.
Robinson followed in Jackie
Robinson’s mold to advance his
race by becoming the only player
to be named MVP of both the
American and National leagues,
by winning the Triple Crown in
1966 and by eventually becoming
the ﬁrst black baseball manager. He
combated real issues but did so by
pressing on and staying the course.
Sharpton and Jackson’s ideas
are stale and offensive. In 1984,
Jackson called New York “Hymietown,” a reference to the large Jewish population in that city. Sharpton
lambasted the Duke lacrosse players who were recently exonerated
for allegedly raping a black stripper.
Frank Robinson was right. He
wanted to accomplish great things
with race on the back burner. Listening to him speak about baseball and
Jackie Robinson Thursday night reminds us how far we’ve come as a
nation. Jackson and Sharpton show
us how far we still have to go. n
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CLASSIFIEDS

Dylan Brogan, Classified Manager
Phone:
(202) 994-7079
Fax:
(202) 994-1309
Email:
classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web:
gwhatchet.com/classifieds

160 - ORGANIZATIONS

255 - SALE DC

515 - GENERAL

665 - PART TIME

THE BLACK STUDENT UNION Presents: “Show Us What You Got”. A Talent
Showcase! Weíre bringing the arts to
you! On the night of May 6th, members
of the GW community will showcase their
respective talents in 1 of 3 categories:
Dance, Skits, & Vocal Performances.
Sunday, May 6th. 6pm-9pm. Betts Theatre at the Marvin Center. Tickets Go on
Sale April 4th! $5 before $7 at the Door.
Want to show off your talent? Email Us at
bsu@gwu.edu, to enter or signup at the
April 17th General Body Meeting.

DUPONT FULL 1 BD CONDO GEM
Throwing money away? Own for less
than rent! $299,500 (as low as $1500 in
total monthly payment). Open house every Sunday from 1p-5p. Perfect location!
5 minute walk from Dupont Circle and
Foggy Bottom Metro stations and GWU
in upscale, beautiful neighborhood. Roof
deck pool for parties & sunning. Spacious
layout, stainless steel appliances, plenty
of closet space in a newly renovated, pet
friendly building. Please contact Julie to
visit at 202-365-3506. 1260 21st St, NW,
#107.

EARN $800-$3200 a month to drive brand
new cars with ads placed on them. www.
AdDriveTeam.com.

DJ’S WANTED for Bars in Mid Town and
Capital Hill. Music and equipment provided. We will train qualiﬁed candidates.
Must Be 21. Call Sean 240-351-5693.

610 - CHILD CARE

180 - STUDY GROUPS

THE PERFECT PART-TIME JOB! The
Studio Theatre, Washingtonís home for
contemporary theatre, seeks energetic,
articulate individuals for our subscription
sales team. Evening and weekend hours.
5 blocks from the Dupont Metro. Hourly
and commission pay, plus great bonus
potential. Free tickets to the shows,
too! Email cover letter and rÈsumÈ to
lance@studiotheatre.org.

270 - SUBLETS OFFERED

SITTERS WANTED. $10+/HOUR Register FREE for jobs at: student-sitters.com.

620 - INTERNSHIPS, PAID
K STRRET LOBBYING FIRM seeks
summer intern. $3000 stipend. Send
resume, cover letter, writing sample
alexcox@chgassociates.com 202-9692090

TANDAAN VII: A tribute to the JourneyThe Philippine Cultural Societyís annual
Culture Show is coming to the Jack Morton Auditorium on April 21st at 6:30pm.
Join PCS in bringing the ultimate Filipino Experience to GW! Culture Show,
PCSís biggest event of the year, is a
showcase dinner and show of Filipino
tradition, dancing, and culture. There are
parts for everyone whether it be dancing,
singing, acting, or behind the scenes.
Tickets are $10 in advance or $12 at the
door. For any general questions email
pcsculturalshow@gmail.com.

665 - PART TIME
499 - GENERAL

STAFF NEEDED FOR SPRING
EVENTS!
We are currently seeking:
BARTENDERS / SERVERS
COOKS & CHEFS
Apply in person
at
1432 Duke Street Alexandria, Virginia
22314
Between the hours of 10am-6pm
Monday thru Saturday
Or
Email: jobs@penguinstaff.com

STORAGE
Summer Storage Available. R Street
Self Storage is your summer storage
solution ! 175 R Street NE Metro via
NY Ave red line Clean, convenient,
climate controlloed and cheap ! Call
today for special student rates 202 529STOR (7867)

245 - RENT DC
APTS FOR RENT Modern 2-story Apt w/
wall-to-wall carpet, central air, dishwasher. Washer & dryer inside the unit. Large
enough for 3 people. Short walking distance to campus. $2650 per month starting June 1, 2007 until May 31st, 2008.
Call Ron for preview 202-251-7500 or
ronroudi@ﬁrstnationwidemgmt.com
CLARIDGE HOUSE: 1BED/1BATH.
INDOOR RESERVED PARKING. 25
& K. 24-HOUR SECURITY, POOL,
FITNESS.
MODERN.
SPONGED
WALLS. HARDWOODS, TILING, 9TH
FLOOR VIEW. SPACIOUS FOR 2.
AVAILABLE AUGUST 2007. EMAIL
JMARBER@YAHOO.
COM
WITH
CONTACT INFO.

ADOPTION Happy and loving couple
wishes to adopt an infant. Medical and
legal expenses paid. Call Linda and
Ian 703-217-8204. Visit website: www.
lindaandian.com
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Need Help
Finding a
Roommate?

675 - SUMMER JOBS
SERVERS AND HOSTS NEEDED Elephant and Castle Pub and Restaurant is
hiring. Located in the heart of downtown,
blocks from the White House and minutes from the Capitol, we have become
a favorite hang out for area professionals. High volume, huge patio & fun atmosphere make it a great place to work.
Currently we are seeking SERVERS &
HOSTS 1201 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
Washington, DC 20004 Tel: 202-3477707 1 block from Metro Center

SERVERS & HOSTS
Cafe Deluxe is looking for upbeat,
hardworking servers & hosts. Competitive $, Flexible schedules, affordable
beneﬁts. Apply in person: 3228 Wisconsin Avenue NW, Washington DC. www.
cafedeluxe.com

POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT SOHO Tea
and Coffee. Full-time and part-time. Must
be able to do weekends and graveyard
shifts. Call 202-463-7646.

505 - ADOPTIONS

We accept American Express,
Discover, MasterCard, and VISA cards, as well as
cash & checks through the office.

Place a FREE
classiﬁeds ad to
ﬁnd your future
roomie fast!

Email inquiries to
classifeds@gwhatchet.com

Wanted to place an Ad
Go online: www.gwhatchet.com/classiﬁeds
Email: classifeds@gwhatchet.com
Phone: 202.994.707

PART TIME HELP WANTED Au Bon Pain
Bakery Cafes now hiring PT help - all positions/all locations. Flexible work schedule - No Grease/No Grill!!! Apply in person
every Tuesday 3pm sharp Au Bon Pain
corner of 19th & M Streets

The Classiﬁeds are available 24/7 on our website
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News

Cancer gala raises money, awareness GRE changes
Organizers
delayed
anticipate new
indeﬁnitely
medical facility
by Reed Cooley
Hatchet Staff Writer

by Victoria Fosdal
Hatchet Reporter
Hundreds of benefactors convened in
the lavishly decorated National Building
Museum’s Great Hall Saturday evening
to raise money and awareness for GW’s
expanding efforts in cancer research.
The fourth annual GW Cancer
Institute Gala raised money that will
go toward a media campaign, promoting prostate, breast and colorectal cancer
awareness and treatment.
The Cancer Institute, an affiliate of
the GW Hospital and the GW Medical
Faculty Associates, aims to bring preErin Shea/photo editor
ventative programs, outstanding patient
care, advanced research and education to John “Skip” Williams, provost and vice president for Health Affairs, welcomes benefactors durthe D.C. community.
ing the GW Cancer Institute Gala Saturday night in the National Building Museum.
“It’s energetic to be with all of these
De Torrijos, was the recipient of the Distinguished
people who have been touched,” said honoree Affairs.
Through traveling programs like the Public Service Award.
Margaret Bush, who received the Spirit of Life
Mammovan, a mammogram testing vehicle, the
Although the total profits from the night are
award.
As part of GW’s 20-year Campus Plan, which Cancer Institute works to make treatment acces- still being tallied, the gala is expected to have
has recently gained approval from the D.C. gov- sible and affordable. Patients who are diagnosed large returns due to a $350 entrance fee, a silent
ernment, the University plans to install a new but cannot afford medication can receive free auction and $100 raffle tickets.
This year’s silent auction featured prizes
state-of-the-art cancer research facility on campus services through GWCI as well.
“This is our opportunity to celebrate our such as airline tickets from Dulles Airport to a
to coordinate groundbreaking research in the
field. Plans for the institute’s new home await accomplishments, and honor patients and special European destination of choice, limousine service
funding and final approval of the design by the people,” said Steve Patierno, executive director of and a personal training session.
Cancer Institute
Almost all of the more than 400 attendees linD.C. Zoning Commission.
Ray Michael Bridgewater was honored with gered close to the auction tables, drinks in hand,
With initial approval of the plans to build the
facility, fundraising is important now more than the Cancer Compassion Award and Connie Mack, to view or bid on the many prizes.
a former congressman from Florida, and wife
“It’s always about money,” said Williams.
ever, proponents said.
“We want to make this cancer initiative dif- Priscilla Mack received the Cancer Advocacy “Money and prestige. It shows that George
Washington is interested in helping eliminate
ferent than others,” said John “Skip” Williams, Achievement Award.
The first lady of Panama, Vivian Fernández cancer in our community.” n
GW’s provost and vice president for Health

SPEKTOR
from p. 3
years, said that Spektor was the best headliner they had seen.
“I thought kids here weren’t ready for a
solo pianist,” Kristin said. “It was way better
than I thought it would be.”
The concert was just one event out of
three days worth of PB programming. Also
on Saturday other bands performed, including New York City-based songwriter Only
Son and the DJ from Thievery Corporation
who opened for headliner Spektor.
Student bands included Bottles/Cans and
Jukebox the Ghost. Some of GW’s premier acappella groups also performed, including
the GW Vibes, GW Geet, Troubadours, Sons
of PItch, Emocapella and Sirens. Capitol
Funk and Balance gave a break to the music
in their dance performances.

Last year Talib Kweli headlined Spring
Fling, while two years ago Lloyd Banks took
the stage. Fall Fest acts of previous years
include hip-hop artist Common last fall,
Robert Randolph and the Family Band last
year and Pat Mcgee two years ago.
Siegel added that although there may
have been less people, those who attended
are the more enthusiastic audience.
“People are tuned in,” Siegel said. “The
people who are here are into (the music).”
Some students expressed disappointment
that the event had to be moved to the Smith
Center, but recognized this was an unfortunate circumstance of the bad weather.
Freshman Colin Bornmann said that it
did not feel like spring, and noted that when
the event is in University Yard, more students are bound to show up.
Bornmann said, “If it’s outside you could
hear it all around campus and it draws you
in.” n
–Brandon Butler contributed to this report

GLOBAL
from p. 7
we lack in population, we
make up for in passion,”
said Laurie Greenberg, a
self-described professional protester. Greenberg
held a sign saying “Global
Warming – It’s not cool.”
GW students also
made their voices heard
at the rally, many hoping
the University will support their cause.
“Global warming is
definitely going to be a
major factor in the 2008
presidential election,” said
junior Maggie Desmond,
president of Green GW.

�

Desmond
said
she hopes to aid the
University in becoming
more environmentally
friendly, and is optimistic
about working with the
University President-elect
Steven Knapp to accomplish that.
Some other students
went to rallies in the D.C.
area to support the cause.
“The environment can
no longer be a back-burner
issue in national politics,”
said junior Jeff Gustafson,
the head of Environment
GW, who attended a rally
in Arlington, Va. “I think
George W. Bush is the
last president who can
do nothing about climate
change.” n

Students taking the GREs are in for more changes.
As of April 2, proposed changes to the format of the
Graduate Records Exam, scheduled to take effect next
September, have been canceled because the number of
seats at test centers won’t be enough to accommodate
potential test-takers.
The final administration of the GRE in its current
form was set to be July 31 and the first administration
of the new format Sept. 10. Planned changes to the exam
included doubling the time of the test from two hours to
more than four and a structural change to a linear format.
Thousands of students around the nation, including at
GW, have made plans to take the newly structured test.
This year, Educational Testing Services planned to
open 3,000 of the Internet-based test centers in which the
new GRE would be administered. The educational nonprofit surpassed that goal by opening 3,200 centers with
1,800 more nearly ready to go, said ETS Press Relations
Director Tom Ewing.
Even with 5,000 test centers nationwide, ETS still
could not have accommodated all the students who need
to take the GRE in September, Ewing said.
The new version of the test was to be offered 35 times
during the year versus the six days a week it is offered in
its current format and schedule.
ETS may still choose to change aspects of the test
in coming years, but it will do so with gradual changes
rather than the complete overhaul initially planned.
“Plans to change to an entirely new test have been
canceled, but the improvements that we had planned and
that we had worked on with the graduate education community still have great value,” Ewing said.
No changes will occur in the 2007-2008 academic year,
he added.
Kaplan Test Prep and Admissions developed a new
course and new books for the changed GRE, but now
students aren’t going to be taking the test they’ve been
studying for.
“We’ve invested a lot,” said Jung Lee, GRE program
manager for Kaplan. “(The cancellation) has made our
work unnecessary.”
Lee advises that students take the GRE as planned
because most graduate programs have said that they will
accept scores for up to five years after the test is taken.
Kristin Williams, executive director of GW Graduate
Student Enrollment Management, said that she is delighted by the cancellation.
She likened the decrease in test dates as a reversion to
when the GRE was paper-based.
“I was glad when they canceled plans and reopened
computer-based test centers, but I can’t speak to whether
or not undergraduates would find one test easier than the
other,” she said.
Concerning potential future changes in the GRE,
Williams advises that students prepare as they would for
the current test.
“Any preparation they would have done for the new
test would still be valid for the current one,” she said.
“The content would not be different.” n
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Robinson gets award
Former Nats
manager receives
inaugural honor
by Simone Perez
Hatchet Reporter
Baseball
legend
Frank
Robinson marked the anniversary
of Jackie Robinson’s integration
into baseball by recounting his
51-year journey in baseball during an award ceremony at Jack
Morton Auditorium Thursday
evening.
Robinson was honored
with the Jackie Robinson
Society’s Inaugural Community
Recognition Award for his accomplishments in baseball and his
special contributions to D.C at the
ceremony.
A Hall of Fame outfielder for
the Baltimore Orioles, Robinson
became the first black manager in
Major League Baseball in 1975, and
later managed the Washington
Nationals during the 2005 and
2006 seasons. He was awarded a
Doctor of Public Service by GW
at the 2006 Commencement ceremonies.
GW’s Jackie Robinson Society
was founded in 1999 and the
award coincided with the 60th
anniversary of Jackie Robinson’s
integration of MLB.
Incoming Board of Trustees
Chairman and former GW baseball player W. Russell Ramsey
presented Robinson with the
award, noting that the audience
was “in the presence of perhaps
one of the greatest baseball players of our generation.”
In his acceptance speech,
Robinson shared many anecdotes
of his experiences both on and off
the field. He described his first
meeting with Jackie Robinson,
who talked with the unrelated
Robinson about life outside of
the game and told him to be the
best person he could be on and
off the field.
Robinson said that as a player
and manager, all he could do was
give it his best and put forth all of
his heart and effort.
“That’s all I ever gave: my
best. And that’s what I expected,”
Robinson said. “I feel very fortunate to have been able to play this
beautiful game.”
Robinson also spoke of his
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and always things that can
happen,” Johnson said. “I can’t
tell you what will happen, but
there are always possibilities
from p. 1
that may change. That’s the
way life is.”
president for Student and
Both
Schario
and
Academic Support Services,
University Marshal Jill Kasle,
said Trachtenberg wasn’t
who is a lead organizer of the
the school’s first choice.
graduation events, said
He said about five very
getting a different keynote
prominent individuals
speaker will not happen.
were invited to headline
Kasle said Trachtenberg
Commencement, but all
“It’s easier to be elected pope made the final decision to
declined.
headline Commencement
than to get an honorary
The University may
months ago, and that
have tried to select speakthe logistics of getting a
degree from The George
ers that were too highspeaker take more than
Washington University.”
profile, Chernak said.
a year.
“The frustrating thing
Although not a prereqabout it honestly is ...
uisite, the keynote speaker
JILL KASLE
when you ask people of
has almost always been an
UNIVERSITY MARSHAL
notoriety, you don’t get
honorary degree recipient.
a response for several
The process of qualifying
weeks and then you go to
for this highest honor of
No. 2 or No. 3 or No. 4 or
the University, Kasle said,
No. 5, or whatever it is,”
is extremely time-consumhe said. “And then time runs attendees should remain opti- ing and difficult.
out, and you’ve got to make a mistic about the possibility of
“It’s easier to be elected
judgment. It sounds like there a surprise.
pope than to get an honoris no credit given (to all our
“(Due to) the fact that ary degree from The George
efforts).”
graduation isn’t until May 20, Washington University,” she
Speaker of the House there are always possibilities said. n

REJECTIONS

Pelosi (D-Calif.) was also a
“possibility” for the keynote
speaker spot, Parent Services
Director Rodney Johnson said
Friday.
He said he didn’t know
many details about the
Commencement planning but
has hinted that graduation

Alex Ellis/Hatchet staff photographer

Frank Robinson, the ﬁrst black manager in Major League Baseball, spoke about his career in baseball at Jack Morton Auditorium Thursday night.
childhood and his hero: his mother.
“There is only one person I
really looked up to and that was
my mother,” he said. “I didn’t
need anyone else.”
Famed sportswriter Roger
Kahn, author of the baseball memoir, “The Boys of Summer,” gave
the keynote address and spoke of
his experiences as a sportswriter
during Jackie Robinson’s era.
Kahn, a friend of Jackie Robinson,
discussed his first year covering
the Brooklyn Dodgers for the
now-defunct New York Herald
Tribune in 1952.
Kahn recalled how Jackie
Robinson told him he should
write about discrimination. He
recalled the hardships he saw his
friends face, including a group
of teammates who circulated
petitions in an attempt to get
Robinson off the team. Kahn said
that Jackie Robinson once confided in him that he could not
let anyone run his life or scare
him off.
After sharing several personal stories of their friendship, Kahn
said, “to have friends like that,
makes life sweet.”
Kahn attributes his success as
a sportswriter to his passion for

University
of
Maryland
will honor House Majority
Leader Steny Hoyer (D-Md.)
with the keynote address.
from p. 1
Northwestern
University
the college’s speaker this will host actress Julia Louisyear.
Dreyfus and Howard is welUniversity
presidents coming Oprah Winfrey.
often talk at their school’s
New York University,
commencement ceremonies, Boston
University
and
but are seldom the keynote American have not yet
speaker.
announced their keynote
“It’s
very
speakers
for
traditional for
commenceour president
ment.
But
“It’s very traditional Maralee Csellar,
to give a speech
but not the keyan
American
for our president
note speech,”
spokeswoman,
to give a speech,
said Amy Wolfe,
said to ensure
spokesperson
but not the keynote there is not disfor Vanderbilt
content
with
University. “The
the speaker ’s
speech.”
president does
choice, students
give a state of
are part of a
the college-type
committee orgaAMY WOLFE
address. Really
nized by the
SPOKESPERSON FOR
each university
university presVANDERBILT UNIVERSITY
makes its own
ident to choose
decisions.”
a speaker.
Vanderbilt will honor Nobel
“Senior class officers are
Prize winner Muhammad part of that committee to
Yunus this year with the key- choose the speakers,” Csellar
note address.
said. “While it is traditionWashington University in ally and typically an outside
St. Louis will have Tim Russert speaker it would not be out of
as a keynote speaker this year. the question to have a presiSue McGinn, executive director dent speak.”
of the undergraduates’ campus
GW’s
Vice
President
communication, said once in the for Communications Mike
1950s the university’s chancellor Freedman said while students
gave the keynote address.
do not have a direct role in
“I’ve been here for 23 years choosing the keynote speakand in that time it’s never hap- ers, students, faculty, staff or
pened that the chancellor gave anyone else are encouraged to
the keynote address,” she said. submit candidates to receive
“That would be uncommon, at an honorary degree from GW,
least in my experience.”
which can be given out durThe
University
of ing the Commencement cerPennsylvania will honor James emony.
Baker III, former secretary of
Last week, GW announced
state and co-chair of the Iraq that CNN anchor Wolf Blitzer
Study Group.
would receive an honorary
Catholic will have White degree at the University-wide
House Press Secretary Tony ceremony. Blitzer is also givSnow and U.S. Secretary ing the keynote address at
of Veteran Affairs James Franklin & Marshall College
Nicholson
speak.
The in Pennsylvania May 12.

the game.
“You have to have the heart
of a fan,” he said. Kahn also said
that the reason people enjoy his
memoir so much is that “it’s not
about people in baseball uniforms; it’s about people.”
Richard Zamoff, an associate
sociology professor who teaches a
class about Jackie Robinson and is
the faculty adviser for the Jackie
Robinson Society, was the first
speaker of the night. He urged
the audience to remember that
Jackie Robinson was much more
than an athlete; he was a “voice
for human dignity.”
“(Jackie Robinson) tested
the barriers of who he was and
what America would let him be,”
Zamoff said. “He allowed white
Americans to have black idols.”
Zamoff also read an e-mail
written by Rachel Robinson,
Jackie’s widow, in which she
thanked the professor and the
GW community for their “unique
way” of sharing her husband’s
accomplishments.
After the ceremony, Zamoff
praised Frank Robinson.
“He is a trailblazer in his own
right,” he said. “Just a really good
part of the (Jackie) Robinson legacy.” n

WANTED

Motivated People
Serious Professionals
GWU alumnus established company is seeking
motivated, multi-lingual people who desire great
commission pay working from home.
• We are seeking sales people with unlimited income potential in a FAA
Accredited AC-0056A Commercial Aircraft Parts Distribution Company.
• We are seeking Financial professionals with expertise and contacts
in venture capital markets.
• You will be working with Airbus and Boeing Aircraft parts.

WE WILL TRAIN AND PROVIDE YOU
Leads • Database Technologies • Logistics • Phones • Email

Email resume to chrisk@tagsintl.com
Visit us on the web at

www.TAGSintl.com
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from p. 7
she said ... It’s not the single event
that should make it or bring it in
terms of a GW experience, and
you’d hope the GW experience
prepared people for life,” he said.
“And dealing with disappointment that expectations aren’t met
and how to deal with that in society is part of the GW education.”
University Marshal Jill Kasle,
who is a lead organizer of the
graduation events, said that when
students have come to her office
and e-mailed her with complaints
about the decision, she takes a
diplomatic stance.

“I’m old enough to know
human nature and how people
feel is how they feel. I’d never say
people aren’t entitled to feel how
they feel about it,” said Kasle, who
is also an associate professor of
public policy and public administration. “Students have reacted, I
feel, intensely about this.”
Kasle said she hopes any
demonstrations before or during
Commencement are peaceful. She
added that extreme action or language won’t do any good.
“I’ve worked with President
Trachtenberg for a long time, and I
don’t know if any positive change
ever came out of anyone screaming at him.” n
–Brandon Butler contributed to
this report.
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There’s strong.
Then there’s
Army Strong.
Mon-Fri, 9am-6pm, Sat, 10am-2pm
1099 14th Street, NW, Ste 400L, Washington, D.C.
Sergeant Rodney Hogue (202) 761-4344
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